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The first digital native contemporary art festival in Italy. 

To give greater visibility, the exhibition projects are online until March 15, 2021.
The exhibition then continues under the banner of contemporary art, 122 artists present, with over 500 works online 
in an exhibition on 20,000 virtual square meters.
44 exhibition projects from all over Italy and Greece, the guest country of honor for this edition.
A simple and innovative project for the Italian scene.

With the patronage of the Autonomous Region of Trentino-Alto Adige / Südtirol, the Autonomous Province 
of Trento, the Municipality of Trento and the CAI Club Alpine Italian.

Art director Mauro Defrancesco tells how the first digital native festival in Italy was conceived:
«It  uses  simple  tools,  the  starting  point  is  the  Festival  website.  The  navigation  continues  on  the  Kuntmatrix 
platforms for the exhibition projects and Kooness for the commercial part.
It was important to leave and put the car on the track; the first qualitative responses were positive. We are aware 
that we have a lot of work to do.
Trento is at the center of a cultural hinge between northern and southern Europe; energetically proposes itself as a 
melting pot of high-level cultures and cultural projects, with a strong green connotation "

The Festival consists of three sections:
Main Section, Trento Art Prize, Open Section. Plus a special Focus dedicated to Greece.

Until  March  15,  2021,  collectors,  professionals,  but  also  curious  and  passionate  about  contemporary  art  by 
connecting to the Festival website http://trentoartfestival.it/ (without any registration obligation) will be able to 
virtually immerse themselves in the works of individual artists and of the galleries, browsing in 3D in virtual rooms 
of 400 square meters.

The next edition will take place online and in presence in Trento from 2 to 6 March 2022.
The host country will be Portugal.

VIP AREA in collaboration with Casa Trentini - Atemporary Art Apartments 
http://www.casatrentini.com 

Official media partner ESPOARTE - Magazine dedicated to contemporary art. 
https://www.espoarte.net
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